Have you read this?

<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/014319398/catalog>. **Call number:** Rn Z6.

The bonsai tree has become a near-ubiquitous aspect of Japanese art. Less recognized, penjing is a traditional Chinese art which encompasses bonsai and expands upon it. This lovely book showcases the Chinese art of penjing in all its aspects and covers all three categories, tree penjing, rock penjing, and water-and-land penjing. A feast for the eyes, *Penjing: The Chinese Art of Bonsai* provides a wealth of information for the academically inclined as well as the practically minded.

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/014300514/catalog>

*A garden forever : dreams, stories, heritage & history* by Kyleigh and Michael Simpson. Montville, Qld. [Australia]: Michael Simpson, 2014. Call number: Ch Sh1 Si5g.  
<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/014319353/catalog>

*Katalog dekorativnykh drevesnykh rasteniĭ otkrytogo grunta* compiled by S.V. Chekalin [and others]. Almaty : Glavnyĭ Botanicheskiĭ Sad IBF KH MOH PK, 2012. Call number: FL 47.8 C41.  
<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/014089555/catalog>

*Native and naturalized vascular plants of Connecticut checklist* by committee of the Connecticut Botanical Society. Call number: FL 74.6 D82.  
<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/013951557/catalog>

<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/012503063/catalog>

<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/014298979/catalog>

<http://id.lib.harvard.edu/aleph/014319710/catalog>

125 Arborway, Boston, MA 02130  (617) 522-1086  <http://arboretum.harvard.edu/library >

You may also follow us on Twitter: @AAhortlib

Open to the public every weekday from 10am to 3:45pm. Closed weekends and holidays.